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Abstract
Background: Influenza vaccination coverage in the US is
lower than the recommended Healthy People 2020 threshold,
especially among older African Americans. This analysis
explores the complex relationship among neighborhood-level
factors, socio behavioral influences, and influenza vaccination
outcomes among older African Americans.
Methods: We analyzed data from 221 Black/African American
participants’ age ≥50 years living in Atlanta, Georgia.
Generalized Estimating Equations for linear and logistic models
assessed associations among socio demographic factors,
census-tract neighborhood characteristics, and reported
2012-2013 seasonal influenza vaccination receipt, controlling
for correlations among individuals within the same census
tracts. Evaluated environmental factors included neighborhood
deprivation indicators such as vacant housing percentage,
vehicle availability, area violent crimes, and racial/ethnic
composition.
Results: Reported greater influenza immunization uptake was
significantly associated with older age ≥65 years [OR=1.05,
p=0.04], positive vaccination attitudes [OR=5.30, p<0.01],
having health insurance [OR=14.37, p=0.03], lower perceived
neighborhood security [OR=0.51, p=0.02], and lower
neighborhood vehicle ownership [OR=1.07, p=0.04], a proxy
for neighborhood affluence and transportation ease. Having a
post-secondary education was significantly associated with
both positive perceived neighborhood security [β=0.28, p=0.02]
and positive vaccination attitudes [β=0.27, p=0.02].
Conclusion: The findings provide evidence for distal
neighborhood-level influences on influenza vaccination uptake
among older African Americans. Lower vehicle ownership and
lower perceived neighborhood security influenced seasonal
influenza immunizations. Those who perceived personal risk,
based on reported neighborhood security, displayed intent to
obtain the seasonal influenza vaccine. Further investigation of

multilevel, socio geographic factors is therefore warranted to
more effectively address suboptimal influenza vaccine
coverage among this population.

Keywords: Influenza vaccination; Immunization; Socio ecological
model; Health disparities; African americans

Introduction
Despite a Healthy People 2020 goal that aims for 90% influenza
vaccination coverage for those over age 65 [1,2], vaccine coverage
remains suboptimal for older adults with an estimated 60% coverage
rate among Medicare beneficiaries. Lower coverage rates are
particularly alarming as influenza-related illnesses result in
considerable morbidity and mortality in this segment of the U.S.
population each year [3-8]. This phenomenon is particularly persistent
for those ≥65 years already suffering with chronic diseases or
infections that are therefore highly vulnerable to severe influenzarelated illness [9,10]. During the 2012-2013 influenza season, the rate
of hospitalization among influenza cases for older persons ≥65 years
was about 280/100,000, compared to about 30/100,000 among younger
populations (≤64 years) [5].
Even more concerning is that influenza immunization coverage also
remains particularly low among older racial and ethnic minorities who
disproportionately bear more severe influenza-related outcomes,
including hospitalizations and complications [5,9,11-13]. In the
2011-2012 influenza seasons, self-reported vaccination coverage was
33% for non-Hispanic blacks, compared to 42% for non-Hispanic
whites [8]. These estimates point to a mounting problem of health
disparities arising from immunization under coverage. Racial
minorities, especially blacks, have reported less favorable attitudes
toward influenza vaccination [14-16]. The factors contributing to their
attitude formation include a lack of perceived influenza susceptibility
and lower confidence in vaccine effectiveness [14-16]. Thus, improving
vaccine uptake among older African Americans is critical to reduce
morbidity and mortality and lessen illness-related disparities caused by
under vaccination [15,17-19].
Many studies have explored factors influencing vaccination uptake,
including delay and refusal reasoning [20-23]. However, most have
focused on childhood influenza immunization and issues pertaining to
influenza acceptance, delay, and refusal among special populations
such as pregnant women [13,24-26]. Fewer have focused on the factors
contributing to older populations’ acceptance of influenza vaccines,
and issues concerning disparities arising from under immunization of
racially and ethnically diverse populations [27-29]. Moreover, there is
scant evidence beyond individual knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs to
account for influencers of vaccine uptake and immunization intentions
reported in this specific group.
Aggregated results from studies with other non-elderly populations
suggest there are multiple levels of influence resulting in vaccination
outcomes for which the socio ecological framework has been a useful
explanatory model [30,31]. This model describes proximate and distal
influences on immunization behavior including those policy or
societal level, followed by those at the community-level inclusive of
organizational, neighborhood, and social network levels, and those
situated at the individual and interpersonal (dyadic) levels [30]. Other
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immunization studies with younger persons have demonstrated a
combined influence of individual-level factors such as age, sex, race/
ethnicity, employment, frequency of physician visits in relation to
geographic area of residence on influenza vaccination uptake
[3,13,32,33]. Among younger persons living in rural Georgia and
Montreal, Canada, potential barriers to immunization include personal
factors such as lower educational attainment and income levels and
presence of concurrent medical conditions, combined with structural
challenges such as a lack of health insurance and a lack of
transportation to vaccination clinics [14,30].
Very few studies have examined effects related to the built
environment on influenza vaccine uptake. Previous studies of 2009
H1N1 influenza vaccination have used material and social deprivation
indices constructed with census data inclusive of variables such as the
proportion of persons lacking a high school diploma, the
unemployment rate, average income, and percentages of individuals
living alone, widowed, separated, divorced, or in single-parent
households [32]. These findings revealed that neighborhoods that
scored high on the deprivation scale and had high numbers of foreignborn residents had reduced 2009 H1N1 influenza vaccination rates
[32].
There is a dearth of information on the interaction of
neighborhood- and individual-level characteristics and their influence
on influenza immunization specifically among older African
Americans. Neighborhood-level analysis adds to our understanding of
how and why some communities experience lower vaccination
coverage than others. Thus, this study offers an important contribution
as it focuses on exploring these interactions to improve vaccination
uptake among one of the most vulnerable groups in the community.

Materials and Methods
Study design and sample
The data were collected from a cohort of 221 African Americans
recruited in metropolitan Atlanta, Georgia [34]. Our methods for

recruitment have been previously reported [35]. For this study, we
included all persons who met the inclusion criteria including being
black/African American over the age of 50 years and an attendee of
one of six Atlanta-area African American churches used for
recruitment. All subjects gave informed consent before participating in
this research.

Measures
Variables of interest included socio demographics, attitudes and
perceptions, neighborhood-level factors, and vaccination outcomes.
Variables were organized into groups based on the socio ecological
framework. On the individual level, we measured socio demographic
factors such as age, sex, education level, employment status, and health
insurance status. Influenza vaccination receipt was measured by a ‘yes’
or ‘no’ based on responses given to whether they received the
2012-2013 seasonal influenza vaccination.
We measured age as a continuous variable. Annual income was
measured in $20,000 increments from $20,000 to $100,000. We
collapsed other variables, including health insurance as ‘insured’ and
‘uninsured’, education level as ‘high school graduate or less’ and
‘beyond high school,’ and unemployment as ‘employed’ and
‘unemployed,’ with disabled and retired persons categorized as
‘unemployed.’
Using exploratory factor analysis with Varimax rotation, we
constructed measures of attitudes toward vaccination and perceived
neighborhood security. The underlying items comprising these indices
were measured on 5-point Likert scales, constructed so that higher
scores indicated either more favorable attitudes towards vaccination or
greater perceived neighborhood security (Tables 1A and 1B).
Our tables display the factor loading information for the two
measures of attitudes and perceptions wherein we set each minimal
scale item loading at ≥0.50 to ensure discreteness of construct
measures. Subsequently, these scales were combined into a single index
score for each of the two measures using the average response to each
question.

Factor (α =0.863, 4 items)

Mean

SD

Min

Max

Factor Loading

1: How safe do you feel in your daily life?

4.08

0.793

1

5

0.883

2: Do you feel you are living in a safe and secure environment?

3.85

0.946

1

5

0.881

4: How comfortable is the place where you live?

4.00

0.959

1

5

0.844

5: How easily are you able to get good medical care?

4.13

0.963

1

5

0.775

2.25

1.088

1

5

--

Removed from analysis
3: How much do you worry about your safety and security?

Table 1A: Neighborhood Security Scale Descriptive Statistics for Factor Scales, Factor Loadings, Alpha Reliability Estimates, and Subscale Items
(n=217) 1='Not at All', 5='Extremely'
Factor (α = 0.790, 5 items)

Mean

SD

Min

Max

Factor Loading

1: My body can protect itself against vaccine diseases.

3.17

0.988

1

5

0.554

2: I worry that getting the flu shot would give me the flu.

2.98

1.267

1

5

0.843
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3: I would be less likely to get a flu vaccine if it gave me symptoms such as
tiredness or fever.

2.58

1.053

1

5

0.657

4: Immunizations can actually lead to illness.

3.10

1.044

1

5

0.803

5: I doubt whether vaccines really work.

3.41

1.074

1

5

0.737

Table 1B: Vaccination Attitudes Scale Descriptive Statistics for Factor Scales, Factor Loadings, Alpha Reliability Estimates, and Subscale Items
(n=211)
Neighborhood-level variables were obtained from census-level data.
We gathered 2010 crime statistics, measured as the rate of violent
crimes per 1000 by census tract [36]. Other neighborhood-level
variables included percentage of residents of black/African American
race, percentage of households without vehicles available, percentage
of vacant households, and a neighborhood deprivation index.

Neighborhood deprivation index
A neighborhood deprivation index (NDI) was constructed
specifically for the census tracts of the participants in the study [37].
The index was originally developed by Messer et al. using principle
component analysis of relevant neighborhood variables extracted from
census data in the year 2000 [37]. Factor loading scores were calculated
for each variable in the index and then standardized to a mean of zero
and standard deviation of one.
We constructed our Atlanta-specific neighborhood deprivation
index using the same variables as the original index: percentage of
female headed households with dependents, unemployment rate,
percentage of households under the poverty line, percentage of
households receiving public assistance, percentage of households with
income under $30,000, percentage of crowded households (defined as
greater than one person per room), percentage of males in
management and professional positions, and the percentage of
population with less than high school education [37].
Data from the 2010 and 2012 US Census were used for each census
tract in the nine counties where study participants resided. The income
cutoff of $30,000 used by Messer was changed to $35,000 to account
for inflation from 2000 to 2012. The standardized index weights were
multiplied by the participants’ census tract’s values for each of the eight
NDI variables, and then summed to create one NDI score. This score
was treated as a continuous variable in our analyses.

Statistical modeling
All data analyses were performed using IBM SPSS statistics, version
22 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY). Descriptive statistics were computed for
each variable of interest, and correlations between pairs of the
predictor variables were calculated. We carried out bivariate analyses
for the association of each variable with the outcome of influenza
vaccination.
Using the evidence from previous literature, along with the socio
ecological model, we selected variables of interest to be included as
facilitators of influenza vaccination. The covariates included in the
models were chosen a priori, guided by previous findings and the socio
ecological model. We hypothesized that the variables of interest would
work in conjunction with or through each other in order to influence
vaccination decisions. Because of this, we separated the variables into
pathway levels; the first level was socio demographics: age, sex, health
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insurance status, education level, violent crime rates, percentage of
residents of black race, percentage of households without vehicles
available, percentage of vacant households, and the neighborhood
deprivation index; the second level contained attitudes and
perceptions: attitudes toward vaccination, and perceived neighborhood
security; and the third level was the influenza vaccination outcome
(Figure 1). Within this model, level one variable can affect the level
three outcome either directly, or through the intermediate level two
variables. For each level two variable, only the direct effect on the level
three outcomes is estimated. Separate models were constructed to
understand the associations between the levels of variables within the
larger pathway model.

Figure 1: Hypothesized associations between multilevel
characteristics and influenza vaccination.
Because we were exploring the effect of neighborhood-level
variables on individuals, we accounted for possible uncaptured
correlations between individuals in the same census tracts using
Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE). The census tract was used
the subject (clustering) variable. The hypothesized neighborhood-level
correlations between individuals were assumed to be equal; hence we
chose an exchangeable correlation structure for these models.
Model 1 assessed the socio demographics as facilitators of influenza
vaccination, Model 2 combined the socio demographics with
perceptions and attitudes to examine associations with influenza
vaccination, Model 3 determined the effect of perceptions and attitudes
directly on vaccination status, and Models 4.1 and 4.2 used socio
demographics as predictors of the perceptions and attitudes. We
specified the appropriate form of regression based on the type of
outcome variable: the identity link was used for continuous outcomes,
while the logit link was used for binary outcomes.
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Results

Yes

95 (45.7)

Sample characteristics

No

113 (54.3)

Of the 221 participants ages 50-89 years, 46% (n= 95) reported that
they had received 2012-2013 influenza immunizations. Consistent with
documented coverage rates, 54% (n=113) did not get vaccinated (Table
2). Our sample included mostly women (78.3%, n=173) and many held
at least a high school diploma (94%, n=208), but were mostly not
working due to disability, retirement, or other reasons (67%, n=143).
The study population comprised 9 Atlanta area counties and 123
different census tracts. A large proportion of individuals (69 persons)
were the only ones in their census tract, while 31 census tracts held two
people each. The remaining 23 census tracts each contained between
two and eight individuals.

Individual Perceptions and Attitudes
Perceived Security Mean Score (missing: 4)

4.0 [0.8]

Attitudes about Vaccinations Mean Score
(missing: 10)

3.0 [0.9]

Neighborhood Characteristics
Percentage
(missing: 4)

of

residents

of

black

race

71.8 [26.7]

Percent of vacant houses (missing: 3)

14.6 [9.0]

Percent without vehicles available (missing:
17)

4.5 [5.3]

Study Population
(Total %)

Violent Crime Rates per 1000 (missing: 51)*

32.2 [27.4]

Demographics

*Violent

crime rates were only available for select census tracts. Multiple
imputation of missing data based on associations with the other variables of
interest was used to generate adequate data for analysis.

Sex
Male

48 (21.7)

Female

173 (78.3)

Table 2: Participant characteristics and influenza vaccination factors
(n=221)

Age (missing: 3)
50-64 years

114 (55.3)

65+ years

92 (44.7)

Neighborhood-level results indicated that participants lived in
census tracts with a high mean percentage of black residents (71.8%),
though the percentage varied greatly across census tracts. The
percentage of vacant households was on average 15%, and an average
5% of census tract residents did not own or lease vehicles.

Health Insurance Status (missing: 15)
Insured

187 (84.6)

Bivariate analyses

Uninsured

19 (8.6)

The association between each predictor variable of interest and
influenza vaccination revealed that age 65 and older was significantly
associated with receiving the influenza vaccination [OR=2.4, p<0.01]
(Table 3). Possession of health insurance [OR=17.8, p<0.01] and a
positive attitude toward vaccination [OR=4.3, p<0.01] were both
associated with influenza vaccination. Older age (as a continuous
variable) was associated with vaccination [OR=1.07, p<0.01], and did
not show evidence of poor fit according to the Hosmer-Lemeshow test
[p=0.76]. We therefore treated age as continuous in further modeling.
The other variables of interest were not found to have significant
bivariate associations with influenza vaccination receipt.

Education
High School graduate or less

79 (35.7)

Beyond High School

142 (64.3)

Employment (missing: 8)
Employed (full or part time)

70 (32.9)

Unemployed (includes retired and disabled)

143 (67.2)

Received 2012-2013 Seasonal Influenza Immunization

Outcome

Yes

No

Total

Percent
vaccinated

OR (95% CI)

p-value

Did you get the 2012-2013 flu vaccine?

95

113

208

45.67

--

--

Male (ref)

20

25

45

44.44

--

--

Female

75

88

163

46.01

1.06 (0.55, 2.07)

0.99

41

73

114

35.96

--

--

Demographics
Sex

Age
50-64 (ref)
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65+

53

39

92

57.61

2.42 (1.38, 4.25)

<0.01*

Uninsured (ref)

1

18

19

5.26

--

--

Insured

92

93

185

49.73

17.81 (2.33, 136.15)

<0.01*

High School graduate or less (ref)

33

42

75

44.00

--

--

Beyond High School

62

71

133

46.60

1.11(0.63, 1.96)

0.72

Employed (full time, part time) (ref)

25

43

68

36.76

--

--

Unemployed/retired/disabled

68

65

133

51.13

1.79(0.99, 3.28)

0.06

Perceived Security

0.91 (0.64, 1.30)

0.61

Attitudes about Vaccinations

4.31 (2.74, 6.78)

<0.01*

Percentage of residents of black race

1.00 (0.99, 1.01)

0.62

Percent of vacant houses

1.01 (0.98, 1.04)

0.63

Percent without vehicles available

1.03 (0.97, 1.09)

0.31

Violent Crime Rates

1.00 (0.99, 1.01)

0.70

Neighborhood Deprivation Index

1.00 (1.00, 1.00)

0.28

Health Insurance Status

Education

Employment

Individual Perceptions and Attitudes

Neighborhood Characteristics

*The

association of this variable with the outcome is significant at the α=0.05

Table 3: Bivariate Analysis: Distribution of Descriptive Variables by Vaccination Outcome

Pathway models
We constructed models analyzing the associations among variables
of interest (Tables 4A and 4B). Model 1 explains the direct effect of
socio demographic variables on the outcome of influenza vaccination.
In this model, older age [OR=1.06, p=0.01] and health insurance status
[OR=13.13, p=0.02] were significantly associated with influenza
vaccination when adjusting for all other socio demographic variables,
as was a lower neighborhood percentage of vehicles available
[OR=1.07, p=0.04].
Model 2 was the association between these socio demographics in
combination with vaccination attitudes and neighborhood safety
perceptions, with the vaccination outcome. Statistical significance was
found for older age [OR=1.05, p=0.04], lower perceived neighborhood
security [OR=0.51, p=0.02], lower availability of vehicles per
household [OR=1.11, p=0.01], having health insurance [OR=14.37,

p=0.03], and a greater score for attitudes toward influenza vaccination
[OR=5.30, p<0.01].
Model 3, the associations of vaccination attitudes and perceived
security alone with the influenza vaccination outcome shows both
lower perceived security [OR=0.60, p=0.04] and higher scores for
attitudes toward vaccinations [OR=5.05, p<0.01] to be associated with
influenza vaccination.
Models 4.1 and 4.2 contained the socio demographic variables as
associated with the outcome of either perceived security or vaccination
attitudes. A lower neighborhood deprivation score [β=-0.23, p<0.01]
and having more than a high school education [β=0.28, p=0.02] were
significantly associated with higher perceived security. Having more
than a high school education [β=0.02, p=0.01] and older age [β=0.27,
p=0.02] was significantly associated with positive attitudes toward
vaccinations.

Model

Outcome

Covariates

OR (95%CI)

p-value

1

Receive
the
2012-2013
influenza vaccine? (Y/N)

Neighborhood deprivation index

0.92 (0.66, 1.28)

0.61

Violent Crime Rates

0.99 (0.98, 1.00)

0.33

Sex

1.00 (0.52, 2.03)

0.92
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2

Receive
the
2012-2013
influenza vaccine? (Y/N)

3

*The

Receive
the
2012-2013
influenza vaccine? (Y/N)

Age

1.06 (1.02, 1.11)

0.01*

Percent without vehicles available

1.07 (1.00, 1.13)

0.04*

Percent of residents of black race

1.01 (0.99, 1.02)

0.18

Percent of vacant houses

0.99 (0.95, 1.04)

0.68

Health Insurance Status

13.13 (1.57, 110.06)

0.02*

Education

1.20 (0.65, 2.20)

0.56

Neighborhood deprivation index

0.89 (0.59, 1.35)

0.59

Violent Crime Rates

0.99 (0.98, 1.01)

0.39

Sex

1.04 (0.46, 2.37)

0.93

Age

1.05 (1.00, 1.10)

0.04*

Percent without vehicles available

1.11 (1.02, 1.19)

0.01*

Percent of residents of black race

1.01 (0.99, 1.02)

0.19

Percent of vacant houses

0.99 (0.93, 1.05)

0.76

Health Insurance Status

14.37 (1.21, 169.69)

0.03*

Education

1.08 (0.55, 2.11)

0.83

Perceived Security Mean Score

0.51 (0.29, 0.91)

0.02*

Attitudes about Vaccinations Mean Score

5.30 (2.85, 9.85)

<0.01*

Perceived Security Mean Score

0.60 (0.37, 0.98)

0.04*

Attitudes about Vaccinations Mean Score

5.05 (2.97, 8.58)

<0.01*

association of this variable with the outcome is significant at α=0.05, controlling for the other variables in the model

Table 4A: Pathway models of influenza vaccination with neighborhood and individual effects
Model

Outcome

1

Perceived
Mean Score

2

Attitudes
Vaccinations
Score

Security

about
Mean

Volume 5 • Issue 2 • 1000139

Covariates

Estimate (95%CI)

p-value

Neighborhood deprivation index

-0.23 (-0.37, -0.10)

<0.01*

Violent Crime Rates

0.001 (-0.004, 0.006)

0.73

Sex

0.11 (-0.17, 0.38)

0.45

Age

0.01 (-0.003, 0.03)

0.11

Percent without vehicles available

-0.001 (-0.03, 0.03)

0.96

Percent of residents of black race

-0.001 (-0.005, 0.003)

0.71

Percent of vacant houses

0.009 (-0.007, 0.03)

0.27

Health Insurance Status

0.14 (-0.20, 0.48)

0.42

Education

0.28 (0.06, 0.51)

0.02*

Neighborhood deprivation index

-0.08 (-0.27, 0.11)

0.43

Violent Crime Rates

0.00 (-0.007, 0.007)

0.97

Sex

-0.01 (-0.27, 0.24)

0.94

Age

0.02 (0.01, 0.04)

0.01*
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*The

Percent without vehicles available

-0.01 (-0.04, 0.02)

0.36

Percent of residents of black race

0.00 (-0.01, 0.01)

0.91

Percent of vacant houses

0.003 (-0.02, 0.02)

0.79

Health Insurance Status

0.27 (-0.93, 0.63)

0.14

Education

0.27 (0.04, 0.51)

0.02*

association of this variable with the outcome is significant at α=0.05, controlling for the other variables in the model

Table 4B: Pathway models of neighborhood and individual effects

Discussion
This study adds to the body of literature examining the effects of the
built environment on vaccination decisions among our cohort of older
African American participants. The results from the pathway models
demonstrated important direct and indirect effects of neighborhoodlevel characteristics on seasonal influenza vaccination while
considering previously described individual-level variables [14,32].
We identified age as having an influential role on influenza
vaccination. Notably, older age (≥65 years) was significantly associated
with receipt of the influenza vaccine in 2012-2013, even when
adjusting for sex as well as the neighborhood-level factors. The models
that included immunization attitudes, older age (≥65 years), health
insurance status, vehicle ownership, and perceived neighborhood
security resulted in significant associations. Controlling for attitudes
toward vaccinations and perceived neighborhood security (along with
the other socio demographics), age remained significantly associated
with vaccination, with the odds of vaccination increasing with age.
Such “dose response” results have also been shown in previous studies
wherein increased age, increased vaccine knowledge and lowered
vaccination costs result in greater odds of vaccination [38].
Although the study population was restricted to those over 50, being
older than 65 years has a relationship with health-seeking behavior.
Previous studies have reported similar findings wherein older age
could be related to greater adherence to health behaviors, greater
awareness of age-related risks and complications, or more reliance and
accountability on other family members for healthcare [22]. Thus,
family members’ influence, forms of social support, or some other
difference in healthcare attitudes or access may be contributing to this
result.
The models assessing intermediate influencers of the factors
associated with vaccination reinforced that higher education is
associated with positive perceptions of neighborhood security after
adjustment for neighborhood crime. Higher education is also
associated with positive attitudes toward vaccines. Perceptions of
neighborhood security and safety coincide with the actual amount of
deprivation that exists in that area.
Health insurance also had a large measure of effect on influenza
vaccination, with insured persons having 14 times higher odds of
influenza vaccination than uninsured persons, even when adjusting for
all other socio demographics, attitudes, and perceptions. Perceived
security was also associated with vaccination among those with similar
vaccine attitudes and socio demographics, though the odds of
vaccination decreased with increasing feelings of safety, an opposite
relationship than what was hypothesized based on previous literature
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[14]. However, previous studies have found significant associations of
vaccination with security and safety of the vaccination location, but
not necessarily the individual’s place of residence [32]. Alternatively, it
may be that as personal risk perception of environmental threats
increases, the need for (vaccine-related) health protection also
increases.
The same opposite effect is observed with the percentage of vehicles
available, a proxy for neighborhood affluence and ease of
transportation. A possible explanation is that neighborhoods with low
vehicle ownership may have greater availability of public
transportation. In general, older individuals may rely on Medicare to
cover preventive services such as influenza vaccinations, which may
act as a motivator to vaccinate in spite of these other factors, further
evidenced by the observed effect of health insurance on vaccination
outcomes. These models describe possible pathways by which arealevel variables influence individual characteristics and behaviors,
which are worth further exploration. Similar effects have been noted in
studies examining physical frailty and other non-vaccination outcomes
with geriatric populations [39,40].
Our analysis provides a unique perspective of aspects that influence
influenza vaccination among older African Americans, and employs
the use of neighborhood-level variables to understand mechanisms
behind the decisions to receive the vaccine or not, factors that
previously have not been fully explored in relation to vaccination
decisions. Future studies could further explore these relationships by
considering perceived security around the vaccination location, or
including factors such as social support, which plays an important role
in the health and well-being of elderly persons [39,40]. Including
current vaccination status as a result of previous vaccinations, called
status quo bias, would also be useful [30,38].
Future public health programs aimed at increasing vaccine coverage
among older minorities will benefit from this study as it reveals the
distal influence of the built environment on individual actions.
Influenza vaccination programs will be able to more effectively target
those with fewer resources by circumventing barriers such as ease of
access to clinics. Additionally, the study suggests that continued
awareness-building promotion of the benefits of immunizations for
persons in this age group will enhance the lack of knowledge and thus
foster more positive attitudes toward vaccinations.

Limitations
Our sample size of 221 was sufficient for the scope of the analysis
that yielded interesting findings yet it is important to recognize that
this secondary analysis of data gathered originally for a randomized
control trial uses cross-sectional data did not allow us to infer causal
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relationships. We acknowledge the possibility of social desirability bias
with self-reported influenza vaccination status, however other studies
have shown that the sensitivity and specificity of self-reported
vaccination status can be very high [41]. Thus, we recognize that
although this form of bias may be present, it is not likely to have
substantially altered our findings or interpretations.

Conclusions
This study reveals direct and distal effects of neighborhood and
individual-level factors that may influence vaccination decisions in
communities. The findings reveal that older age, perceptions of
neighborhood security, health insurance, vehicle availability, and
positive attitudes toward vaccinations, had a role in influenza
vaccination decisions among older African Americans. Thus, the
findings can inform possible socio structural interventions to improve
vaccination access for this highly vulnerable population.
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